Mechanisms of inhibition of endothelial cell migration by taxanes.
Several antiangiogenic mechanisms have been proposed for the widely-used cancer chemotherapeutic drugs taxotere (docetaxel) and taxol (paclitaxel), but none has been definitively identified. We analyzed their effects at a range of concentrations on migration and mitosis of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) on microtubule and focal adhesion morphology and microtubule dynamic instability during migration. Both taxanes inhibited migration by inhibiting both maintenance of the forward direction of the cell and by slowing migration over the entire contorted path length. At low (but not all) taxane concentrations that inhibit HUVEC migration, the shortening rates and shortening lengths of microtubules at the leading edge were strongly inhibited; peripheral microtubules were reduced in number and fewer targeted focal adhesions; focal adhesions doubled in length and became ring-shaped, elongate, and reduced in number; and an increase in stabilized microtubules occurred centrally. HUVEC migration was 13-19-fold more sensitive to taxanes than was mitosis confirming that taxanes exhibit significant effects in addition to mitotic arrest that may contribute to their overall antitumor effects. No relationship was detected between centrosome position and migration characteristics. The data suggest that taxanes inhibit migration, at least in part, by inhibiting the dynamic instability of microtubules that possibly interact with guanine nucleotide exchange factors and thus with the focal adhesion-associated G-proteins that then lead to disruption of the regulated formation and turnover of focal adhesions. A mechanism is presented by which subcytotoxic concentrations of taxanes might stabilize dynamic instability of a few microtubules and thereby inhibit migration and angiogenesis.